
1. Click the clock on the taskbar.

2. On the calendar panel that opens, move to the month
in which you want to set an appointment (using the
chevrons at the top) then click the required date.

3. Click the box that says ‘Add an event or reminder’ and
type the details of your appointment. As soon as you
start typing, extra settings appear below the text box.

4. Click the start time shown and use the pop-up panel
to choose what time the
appointment starts. It’s
automatically allocated one
hour, but you can click the
end time beside it and
choose a different time.

5. If you choose to, you can
click the ‘Add a location’
box and type the place.

6. Finally, click the Save
button at the bottom and
this appointment is added
to your calendar.

A new feature
in Windows 10
version 1909

:

Windows 10: Set Calendar 
Appointments Quickly
As we mentioned recently, the latest feature update for
Windows 10 isn’t really a ‘feature update’ at all – it doesn’t
add much in the way of new features. It updates Windows
to version 1909, but you’d be hard-pressed to spot many
differences since the previous 1903.

There is one new feature, though, and you might find it
useful. It’s a quick way to add an appointment to your
calendar. Here’s how to use it:
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One catch: no
reminders!

After waking
from sleep or
hibernation…

…the screen
remains blank

Restart the PC
using only the
keyboard

As you look through this pop-up calendar in future and
click dates, you’ll see the appointments you’ve set for those
dates. Similarly, if you open the Calendar app, you’ll see the
appointments there as well.

The only drawback to this method of adding appoint-ments
(as opposed to using the Calendar app to do it) is that there’s
no option to set reminders. The appointed time will come
and go without Windows telling you anything about it, so
you have to be keeping an eye on this calendar. If you do
want to set a reminder or add any extra details to an
appointment, don’t click Save when you reach step 6 above,
but click More details instead: that opens the Calendar app
and allows you to specify those extra details.

Blank Screen after Waking the PC? Here’s
What to Do
Do you put your PC into ‘Sleep’ or ‘Hibernate’ mode when
you’ve finished using it, rather than shutting it down? If
you do, this is a problem you might face one day.

When you return to the computer, you click a mouse button
or press a keyboard key (to wake from sleep), or press the
power button (to bring the PC out of hibernation). But,
although the computer seems to come to life and you’ve
switched the monitor on, the screen stays blank. You might
see the mouse pointer if you jiggle the mouse around on
your desk, but nothing else appears.

Feel free to wait and see what happens for a while, but it’s
likely that nothing will change. Your only option is to restart
the computer. You can’t do that using the mouse, of course
– you wouldn’t be able to see what you’re clicking – so
you’ll have to use the keyboard instead, typing a precise
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Be sure to save
your work!

Buttons too 
fiddly to click?

Use the window
menu from the
keyboard

sequence of keys that are guaranteed to select the ‘Restart’
option. Here are those key sequences for each version of
Windows:

Windows 10 or 8.1: + , then then 

Windows 7: then twice, then 

Feel free to try this now (while you can see the screen!) to
see what it’s doing: just don’t press the final (for
‘Restart’) key unless you really do want to restart the
computer now – instead, just press several times to
close the menus that have opened.

One final tip: before letting the PC go into sleep or
hibernation, be sure to save any files you’re working on and
leaving open on the screen. If you don’t and you find
yourself in the situation above, the PC won’t restart. Instead,
the program you were using will display a ‘Do you want to
save…?’ message for that file (which, of course, you won’t
be able to see), preventing the restart from happening.

Easy Maximise, Minimise or Restore from 
the Keyboard
Do you find it too fiddly to click the Minimise, Maximise/
Restore or Close buttons in the top-right corners of
windows? Or are you just not a great
fan of the mouse? Well, as with most
things on your PC, there are ways to
carry out the same actions using the keyboard instead.

Method 1: press Alt+Space
If you press + , a menu appears near the top-
left corner of the window offering the same options as those 
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Esc
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Alt Space
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three buttons at the right (plus a few others). In each case,
one letter is underlined, and you just press the underlined
letter of the option you want: to maximise, to
restore after maximising,       to minimise or to close.

Of course, these are easy to learn and remember, so without
pausing to look at this menu you’ll be able to quickly tap
out + then when you want to maximise
the current window, or then        to mini-
mise it.

Method 2: use the Win and arrow keys

The benefit of the method above is that those key sequences
can be done using one hand (the left hand). This method
needs both hands, but it’s even easier to remember. Just use
the (Windows) key combined with the arrow keys:

•   + arrow: Maximises the window.

•   + arrow: Restores the window if it’s currently
maximised; minimises the window if it isn’t (so to
minimise a window that’s currently maximised, you’d
press +  arrow twice).

X R

Alt Space X
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Window
shortcuts with
the Win key

+Alt Space

N

N
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